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Treatment of p-methoxyphmyl t-butyl ketone dth t-butyl 

llthiua In dry other at -4O'C gm a 12$ yield of l aryetalline 

preduat , m.p. llO-111' , rhiah mmlyeed ueli for C16H2602. W ( In 

ethanol) t L 225.5 qb (a 11300) , 275 qb (t 1470) . IB (ahlerefora) 1 

3650 cm-' , 840 am-' . Yam epeatrum barn peak m/e 193 epd 8lgnifiaant 

peaka at 1p/e 135 and 109. HWl (deutezoahlenforr , 40% ) t eharp singlet 

at 1.10 ppm (18 H) , singlet at 1.9 ppm (1 a) , harp einglet at 3.00 ppll 

(3 H) and a complex WUI atria multiplot at 7.7 - 6.7 pp ( 4 H). 
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In epite of the absence of the parent peak in the mass 

spectrum , we consider this material to be the expected di-t-butyl 

p-methoxygftsnyl carbinol (I) , as the fragment ion at m/e 193 cOrreSpOndB 

to the stable carbonium ion (II). The peak at m/e 135 presumably corres- 

pondm to the loss of isobutane to give the ion (III) thus providing 
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further evidence for the structure of the sidechain. 

The appearance of the aromatic protons as a complex 

multiplet,ratner than as a symmetric ffi*RB' multiplet, possibly slightly 

distorted by long-range coupling' , indicates that , on the NER time 

scale , (I) is not symmetric about a plane passing through C-l and 

C-4 at right angles to the aromatic ring. FIG 1 shows parts of 

60 MC/S NMR spectra of (I) in dimethyl sulphoxide d-5 taken over a 

range of temperatures. It can he seen that at higher temperatures 

the signals assigned to aromatic protons closely approaoh a symmetric 

AA'Bi3* multiplet . The temperature variability of the NHR spectra was 

reversible and was also exhibited in dioxan solution. In all cases 

the signals assigned to the methoxyl and t-butyl groups were sharp 

singlets. 

On the basis of the above data and a consideration of mole- 

cular models , we conclude that (I) exists predominantly (if not entirely) 

in the conformations shoan end that the time-dependent phenomenon 

responsible for the variation of the NMR spectra with temperature is 

the interconversion between Ia and Ib , which must be therefore associated 

with an appreciable energy of activation. We are engaged in the prepa- 

ration of suitably substituted compounds which should enable us to 

determine the height of this energy barrier. 

While several examples of restricted rotation of groups 

attached to aromatic rings by bonds with some double bond character 
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FIG. 1 

Portion0 of 60 MU/O NMR epectra 
of (I) in dinethy.l sulphoxida d-5. 
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are kneun2 and at feast one elegant indireot darommtrotimi' of restriot*d 

rotation in a highly 6lllbstituted beneene haa been reported , the present 

exaq?.e is , te our knowledge, the only 

rotation abeuS au ep2-sp3 carbon-csrbon 

derivat&ve4 . It is interesting to note 

pot&&tied here for (I) is analogeus to 

ally1 derivatives. 
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